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Neo-Babylonian cases in which a slave is released from slave status and 
concurrently oblated remains one of the major scholarly legal problems 
from this period. The removal of slave status normally is indicated by the 
verb zukkû. Once the act of “cleansing” is performed the individual is 
released from slave status. It is noteworthy that, in some cases of dedication, 
the vocabulary of manumission is employed over and above the usage of 
zukkû, by declaring that the person has received mār banûti status. Up to this 
point, the procedure is sufficiently understood: it is clear that the process of 
dedication requires the termination of all former property rights regarding 
the slave by his owner and any third party rights (e.g., creditors) before his 
new status as širku can be established. No one can have a superior claim to 
the individual if he is to become a širku. Yet, if the individual is free, how is 
it that he can then be dedicated by his master? Moreover, this transaction is 
usually combined with the obligation on the part of the manumittee to serve 
his former master until his master’s death, at which point the former slave 
will become part of the temple’s household. Cases of immediate transfer to 
the temple are rare. Thus, we find that the slave has been made free and 
dedicated to the temple, while the condition of future work for his former 
master has also been somehow imposed. This raises a second question: By 
what authority does the former master demand that his former slave, who is 
now dedicated to the temple, do work for him in the future?  

These two problems are especially keen because this type of transaction 
was quite common in the ancient Near East, and, to date, no sufficient 
solution has been proposed. Cornelia Wunsch and I argue, in a 
forthcoming book-length study, that two legal principles allow this to 
happen: 1) the basic provisions of contract law; and 2) the legal concept of 
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emancipation from the protestas of the homeowner. I will be discussing the 
first principle today, as it is primarily my work; Cornelia will be discussing 
the second, as it is primarily her work; although, both of us contributed to 
each others sections. Our two papers (without notes) are condensed 
summaries of the current state of our research into these questions. 
 

The Case of Ištar-ab-uṣur and Prior Solutions to the Problem 
The problems explained above are exemplified in the much-discussed 

record OIP 122 38, wherein a former slave, one Ištar-ab-uṣur, brought suit 
against the widow of his former master. His master and mistress had 
married him to a woman, freed him to mār banûti status, and then dedicated 
him and his future children to the Lady-of-Uruk. After the master’s death, 
one of his creditors asserted a claim against the estate, probably alleging 
that Ištar-ab-uṣur had been pledged to him prior to his manumission and 
dedication. The master’s widow satisfied the claim by selling Ištar-ab-uṣur 
to the creditor, whereupon his new owner inscribed a new slave mark on his 
hand. Ištar-ab-uṣur, who by that time had three children, contested his sale. 
The document states in relevant part: “Arrabi and Inanna-ēṭirat, his wife, 
had an official tablet of my mār banûti status issued; into my tablet they 
wrote thus: ‘Ištar-ab-uṣur and the children that fPN (his wife) will bare to 
Ištar-ab-uṣur are [mār banî], ‘cleansed’ ones of Ištar of Uruk.’” The tablet 
continues: “Now, nine years later, after fPN has born three children to me, 
Inanna-ēṭirat, wife of Arrabi, who had my tablet of mār banûti status issued, 
after the death of her husband Arrabi, sold me to PN, and he has inscribed 
my hand (with a slave mark). Settle my case against Inanna-ēṭirat!” 

The court, after hearing the evidence, ruled against the widow, albeit 
acknowledging that she had been forced by the alleged creditor to sell Ištar-
ab-uṣur. Although this remains unstated in the text, we assume that the 
creditor had been unable to produce the original tablet of pledge for either 
the widow or the court. Consequently, the court found that the 
manumission and dedication was not impeded by previous property claims 
and was, therefore, legitimate: “they would not change the tablet of 
‘cleansing’ of Ištar-ab-uṣur; they did not alter the curse of the great gods; 
they confirmed (the status) of Ištar-ab-uṣur and his children in the tablet of 
their oblate status.” Hence, it is clear that the former master had the 
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authority to free his slave and dedicate him and his unborn children to 
širkūtu status. This last issue is particularly interesting. There is no question 
that a slave owner has ownership rights over the children of a slave, but 
once the slave is freed, the former owner should not, by the operation of the 
hereditary status principle, retain any rights over the yet unborn children of 
the former slave. We must also ask, then, by what power may the former 
master dedicate the unborn children of the former slave to the temple? 

Two primary solutions to the conundrum have been proposed. Martha 
T. Roth has argued that mār banûti status may not involve complete freedom 
(what may be called qualified freedom). Raymond Westbrook has maintained 
that the manumission may not have been full (what may be termed qualified 
manumission). This latter opinion was followed by Asher Ragen to describe 
certain types of manumissions, which we will discuss below. Unfortunately, 
neither solution is supported by the evidence and holds legal muster. Thus, 
we offer instead a solution located principally in the legal concept of 
emancipation. Let us first, however, examine these prior solutions in turn.  

1. The qualified-freedom approach 
Roth notes that mār banûti status has generally been understood to mean 

a free person or citizen based on judicial and administrative texts. She 
maintains, however, that “the circumstances surrounding Ištar-ab-uṣur … 
certainly call into question universal applicability of such descriptions of the 
mār banî.” She, therefore, argues that mār banûti status may not refer to free 
status in all cases but includes, rather, certain dependent statuses: “There 
are occurrences of the term in contexts which imply that the status of the 
person so designated is perhaps above that of a chattel slave but still [legally] 
encumbered.” Westbrook summarizes her position thus: “Roth re-interprets 
the term mar bani, suggesting that it did not mean ‘free’ in the Western or 
Classical connotations of that term.” 

Roth relies on four primary items for this insight. She discusses first 
Nbn. 697. This record is not a litigation text but a private transaction that 
refers to the fact that the owner seems to have manumitted one of his slaves 
by means of a ṭuppi mār banûti with the apparent expectation that the former 
slave would continue to serve during the former master’s lifetime. On the 
owner’s death, we assume, the former slave could go where he chose 
because no mention of a dedication is in the tablet of rescission. The 
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original manumission tablet and/or service obligation contract is not extant. 
The former slave had, however, abandoned his master and, thereby, failed 
beyond doubt to meet his service obligation. Consequently, the owner 
rescinded the manumission, by Nbn. 697, the cancellation document, and 
transferred ownership of the slave to his daughter-in-law and her daughter 
in recognition of their care for him, instead of that of the former slave. It is 
unclear whether, at that point, the slave had turned up again or whether 
they had any hope that he would be found, but we suspect that he was 
gone. It is better to assume that this document was set up in anticipation of 
his return, be it of his own volition or forced.  

Roth suggests that the underlying tablet of manumission in this case is 
“comparable to full manumission by adoption but apparently not 
irrevocable because the master voided the status change.” She further 
maintains that this is much like the adoption of a son, but with no 
inheritance share. It is indeed true that the outcomes of an adoption 
without inheritance share and a manumission with service obligations are 
often quite similar. In this particular case, however, the archival context 
clearly speaks against an adoption. The owner, Iqīšaya from the Nūr-Sîn 
family, had at least two surviving sons. Further, the relationship between 
Iqīšaya and the former slave was not such that the manumitted slave felt 
any particular loyalty to his former master, evidenced by the fact that he 
ran.  

More importantly, Roth argues that Nbn. 697 stands for the proposition 
that mār banûti status includes a status that is less than free because it could 
be revoked, as in this tablet. It is true that this case represents the 
proposition that, under some circumstances, a grant of freedom could be 
rescinded. It is similarly true that adoptions could be unwound in some 
cases; nonetheless, in these situations, the original adoptions were full 
adoptions when they were executed. Hence, it does not necessarily follow 
that mār banûti status is less than free because it could be unwound in some 
instances. We, therefore, believe that another solution to this conundrum 
exists. Our explanation is, however, best left until we discuss Westbrook’s 
proposed solution. 

We observe additionally that Nbn. 697 is not a case where the slave was 
dedicated to the temple; instead, the former slave was to be able to leave the 
household on the death of the former master. The situation is different, 
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however, where the former slave is dedicated to the temple. He cannot go 
where he pleases; rather, he must join the temple community. Thus, the 
question arises as to whether, in cases of manumission and dedication of the 
slave, the manumission could be rescinded on the same grounds without 
being contested by the temple, as the temple had an interest in the former 
slave via the dedication. We will return to this important point in a 
moment. In any event, we do not believe that the rescission due to a breach 
of service obligations, whether with or without dedication, indicates that mār 
banî are less than free persons. 

Roth then addresses Nbn. 1113 and Cyr. 332. Nbn 1113 is a lawsuit 
about the status of a person who had been acquired for silver by his 
previous owner, at least 21 years earlier, and then sold. He claims instead to 
be of mār banûti status, but fails to prove it. Roth summarizes Nbn. 1113 as 
follows:  

[A] court heard testimony and read documents attesting to the history of a 
slave (ardu) …. According to these documents, he had been sold, placed as a 
pledge, given as part of a dowry, and included as part of an inheritance. The 
slave now claimed to be a mār banî, and the court ordered him to 
substantiate his assertion; the slave confessed to his inability to document an 
unfounded claim.  
This text acknowledges that a slave might be manumitted, but this fact is 

completely irrelevant to the nature of mār banûti status. In the particular 
case, no end of evidence existed that his owners treated him as a chattel 
slave; no evidence existed that he had ever been freed, and, in fact, he 
confessed this to the court upon examination.  

Cyr. 332 is similarly based on an evidentiary issue. The plaintiff, a prior 
owner of a slave (qallu) and wanting him back from his latest owner to 
whom he had been sold, claimed that the slave was a širku. The implication 
must be that he had been freed and dedicated to the temple at some point 
(but remained unmarked) before the sale through which she lost ownership. 
We must also assume that the dedication required only later delivery of the 
dedicated individual to the temple so that the plaintiff would have been able 
to use him in the present if she should have won her case. The court asked 
that plaintiff to produce evidence of either a tablet of mār banûti status 
(which would, we assume, show the work requirement) or širkūtu status 
(which, we assume, would show that the slave’s delivery was to be deferred 
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until her death, in which case the work requirement would be implicit) in 
order to prove that: the conveyance of the individual as a slave was void as 
a matter of law due to the pre-existing manumission and dedication, the 
current purchaser did not have good title, and the plaintiff had the right to 
the individual’s current service. The plaintiff could not provide any 
evidence, and she was assessed a false-suit penalty.  

Roth argues: “In these two texts [Nbn. 1113 and Cyr. 332], the court 
authorities did not perceive that status of a mār banî to be incompatible with 
the histories of slaves.” This is accurate: slaves can be cleansed and/or 
manumitted to mār banûti status and dedicated and, furthermore, work 
conditions may be placed on the former slave. Nonetheless, neither case 
addresses directly the question of whether mār banûti status is less than free. 
The fundamental question before the court in Cyr. 322 was first, whether 
or not the slave had been freed, and, if so, whether it had occurred before 
the sale of the individual in question such that the sale and all future 
transfers were void. Only after that question was decided in her favor would 
the issue of her right to enjoy the services of the manumitted individual 
come into question. Hence, this case, similar to Nbn. 1113, cannot be used 
to support the idea that a mār banî had a lesser degree of, or qualified, 
freedom. 

Lastly, Roth uses standard Neo-Babylonian slave guarantee clauses “that 
include mār-banûtu among statuses with prior claims—oblate (širkūtu), royal 
slave (arad-šarrūtu), šušānutu, etc.” to support her assertion. She states: 
“Although we cannot exclude the possibility that mār-banûtu in the 
guarantee clauses refers to the status of ‘free person’ (as generally assumed), 
its association with dependent statuses tied to the temple and palace 
suggests that the mār-banûtu too refers to such a dependent status.” We 
suggest that a focus on a different relationship between the members of this 
set is apropos. The important issue is not that the statuses are all dependent 
statuses, but that they all acknowledge prior claims, interests, or statuses 
associated with the individual such that the seller does not have clear title to 
the individual as his personal slave and may, therefore, not convey the 
individual. For example, free individuals may not be conveyed and that, 
too, would indicate bad title in the seller. As a result, the guarantee clauses 
do not indicate on their face that mār banûti status is less than free. Nothing, 
in sum, within the above-mentioned three documents or the guarantee 
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clauses necessitates the conclusion that mār banûti status is less than fully and 
completely free. 

2. The qualified-manumission approach 
The second position is that of Westbrook. In examining OIP 122 38, he 

argues for a qualified manumission. As Westbrook originally states the 
problem, the contradiction of the text is that the manumitted individual is 
clearly free; yet, somehow he may be dedicated to širkūtu status, which for 
Westbrook (and most others in his time of writing) was a type of slavery: 
“The result, however, appears to be that the slave in this case gained the 
status of free citizen and temple slave at the same time.” In discussing 
Roth’s position, he, therefore, states:  

“It is difficult … to consider the term mār banî as indicating anything but a 
fully free citizen, as studies by Dandamaev and others have shown. A 
document of manumission … expresses the idea forcefully.”  

The document in question, ASJ 15, pp. 105–06 (ll. 1–10) reads: fPN1 i-na 
ḫu-ud lìb-bi-šú IM.DUB LÚ.DUMU-DÙ-ú-tu šá PN2 a-na UD-mu ṣa-a-ti tak-nu-uk; 
PN2 za-ku-ú; ša ra-ma-ni-šú šu-ú; [m]a-am-ma šá-na-am-ma a-na muḫ-ḫi-šú ul i-
šá-al-la-aṭ. “fPN1 voluntarily has an official tablet of the mār banûti status of 
PN2 issued; PN2 is free (“cleansed” from claims); he belongs to himself. 
Nobody else will have authority over him.” An extended curse formula 
follows. 

Westbrook, therefore, suggests that we might better relate the OIP 122 
38 transaction to the paramonē clause common in the Hellenistic world. 
Koschaker first argued this, but, as Westbrook points out, his views of 
paramonē, especially as applied to this transaction, are no longer appropriate:  

Koschaker explained paramonē, in both the Greek and ancient Near Eastern 
sources, as a half-free status. In the case of manumission 
(Freilassungsparamone), the slave remained under the authority (Gewalt) of his 
master, who therefore still had some rights of ownership. The slave gained 
full freedom only after the end of the period of paramonē. Where the slave 
had been dedicated to a temple, he did not gain his freedom at all. Instead, 
there was a division of ownership: the master retained sufficient rights 
during his lifetime to be designated owner as well as the temple. Koschaker’s 
identification of paramonē in the cuneiform sources was a great insight, but in 
the light of subsequent research and with many more examples to draw 
upon, his conception of its legal nature is no longer sustainable.  
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Westbrook, by contrast, seeks to use this concept quite differently. For 
Westbrook, relying on Nbn. 697: “Paramonē was not … a form of partial 
ownership, but a contractual term. In manumission, the essence of paramonē 
was that the legal relationship between the freed slave and his former 
master changed from one based on property to one of contract.” He goes 
on to argue that this was the point that Roth missed: “Roth is troubled by 
the fact that the status of mārbanûtu appears to be revocable by the former 
master, which she claims is not to be expected if it meant a fully free man. 
The explanation, however, lies not in the nature of a mār banî’s status but in 
the basic principles of contract law.” He continues:  

Manumission with paramonē was a contract between owner and slave in 
which the owner freed the slave in return for future payment, in the form of 
services. If the owner stipulated in the contract that manumission was to be 
conditional upon performance of those services, failure by the paramonar to 
fulfill that condition at any time would annul the contract, with the result 
that he would simply revert to being a slave. Accordingly, when Remanni-
Bel broke his paramonē-contract by running away, his former owner was 
entitled to annul the manumission.  

In regard to the manumission document being a contract between the 
master and slave, Westbrook is correct. We also agree that Nbn. 697 can 
effectively rescind the prior manumission tablet through operation of 
contract law rather than property law. We would, however, dispute 
Westbrook’s position in other critical aspects. This involves the differences 
between unconditional (a resultative obligation under Roman law)rand 
conditional (a suspensive obligation under Roman law) bilateral contracts and 
unilateral contracts and certain property terms.  
 
Distinguishing Bilateral Unconditional, Bilateral Conditional, 
and Unilateral Contracts 
Some notion of contract exists in every culture whose polity organizes around 
a unit other than the clan and exists in some clan-based societies, as well. As 
Henry S. Maine observed: “Neither Ancient Law nor any other source of 
evidence discloses to us a society entirely destitute of the conception of 
Contract.” But what precisely is a contract? Robert-Joseph Pothier defined a 
contract in 1761 as a “convention par laquelle les deux parties 
réciproquement, ou seulement l’une des deux, promettent et s’engagent 
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envers l’autre à lui donner quelque chose, ou à faire ou à ne pas faire 
quelque chose.” Yet, not all agreements that create single or dual 
obligations are enforceable at law (meaning: by the greater community). 
W. L. Burdick explains further:  

An obligation arises from contract when two or more persons enter into an 
agreement that is enforceable at law. The word contract (contractus) means, 
literally, a drawing together, and its juridical significance is a mutual 
agreement of the parties concerned …. However, even though there is an 
agreement there is not, necessarily, a contract. The fact that the parties 
agreed to do or not to do a certain thing did not always give rise to an 
obligation, even though they intended to create an obligation. There must 
be some legal cause or reason whereby the agreement becomes a contract, 
something that makes the agreement a legal bond or tie (vinculum juris). 

Thus, each society must decide what will make an agreement enforceable. 
What gives rise to the right of the community to enforce private agreements 
at all has been the subject of much legal philosophical thought. It must 
suffice here to focus, not on the right itself, but, instead, on those features 
that different communities use to determine whether or not they will 
enforce the agreement. 

In some legal systems, it is the form itself that gives the agreement legal 
effect. For example, in early Roman law, those factors that were considered 
necessary to find an enforceable contract are known as causa, which was 
based in form as much as content. Strict adherence to the formulae was of 
great importance. We know that all that might have constituted sufficient 
causa was greater than that which makes a contract enforceable in Common 
Law systems, but some aspects of causa remain unclear. In other societies, 
an agreement between the parties has to be formalized through rites, oral 
verba solemnia, or witnesses in order to be enforceable—these contracts, along 
with written formualic contracts as in Rome, are until quite late formal 
contracts. Much writing about the contracts of the ancient Near East 
discusses the requirement for some formalization of the contract, especially 
oral contracts. Although this is often the case in the ancient Near East, it is 
not necessarily the case, as we will discuss immediately below. For other 
societies, only certain types of contracts in a given society require 
formalizing of some kind. 

Nevertheless, all contracts of exchange, whatever their ultimate form, 
begin with some kind of meeting of the mind. Two or more people join 
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together to accomplish an exchange that will, hopefully, be mutually 
beneficial. In some societies, this ethereal or metaphysical agreement is 
sufficient to be enforceable. When the minds meet in agreement, the 
contract is actually formed, even if completely oral and without formalizing 
acts. In the United States, for example, contracts are often formed with a 
verbal assent, the nod of the head, a handshake, or a raised arm. One 
person makes an offer (the offeror), and the other (the offeree) accepts. These 
contracts are known as either informal contracts or consensual contracts. 
Consensual contracts came into Roman law possibly in the middle of the 
third century B.C. Although this point is not essential to our argument in 
regard to manumission contracts, we believe that consensual contracts 
existed still earlier in the ancient Near East because some records seem to 
indicate that an oral exchange of promises with the meeting of the minds in 
agreement alone was sufficient to form the contract—no external 
formalities, rites, verba solemnia, or even witnesses were necessary. For 
example, the dialogue contracts of the ancient Near East typically record a 
summary of the parties’ oral negotiations and the meeting of the minds. 
Certain marriage contracts and dowry documents may also indicate an 
earlier oral marriage agreement that is now being set to writing with the 
details of the arrangement. There is at least one Neo-Babylonian marriage 
contract that explicitly sets in writing an exchange of promises. Finally, we 
can observe the existence of an oral, informal, fully executory contract in a 
biblical literary context, i.e., Gen. 29: 15–30, where Laban and Jacob form 
such a contract for Jacob’s marriage to Rachel. This indicates the likelihood 
that it also existed in actual legal practice, but we understand that this is not 
a certainty. 

In spite of the enforceability of such contracts in theory, they are often 
quite difficult to enforce in practice because oral agreements are subject to 
both memory loss or distortion and a contest of testimony, making review 
and enforcement by the judiciary difficult. This is the reason that oral 
contracts are typically set to writing at some point. In the case of a 
consensual oral contract, the writing is not necessarily the contract, but only 
where the parties intend it to be; rather, it is often merely evidentiary in 
purpose—to be used by the court to determine how to enforce the 
agreement in the case of a breach. As in the modern situation, ancient oral 
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contracts were typically only written down for evidentiary purposes and 
could be brought into court where one party sued on the contact. 

Contracts that explicitly contain mutual obligations are bilateral (reciprocal 
or parity) contracts. This is the type of contract with which most of us are 
familiar. In many cultures, in order to establish an enforceable bilateral 
contract, the parties must each give something, a detriment of some kind, 
that has legal value—what is called in English “consideration.” While the 
development of the doctrine of consideration in Common Law legal systems 
was long and complex (and still under discussion and evolving), in a few 
more ancient legal systems a similar principle was at work, even in Rome. 
The idea was certainly not as complex in these ancient systems, as exists in 
modern commercial law, but the mutual exchange of valuable obligations 
was still the underlying principle of the contract’s formation and 
enforcement. Usually, an offeror offers a promise to do or abstain from 
something (an obligation) in return for something else (a benefit) he or she 
wanted from the second party, the offeree. The offeree may accept the offer 
(an acceptance) explicitly, by either a promise or actual performance, or 
implicitly, through silence, indirect words, or actions. When the offeree does 
this, he becomes the acceptor. 

Not all contracts reflect, however, an exchange of promises. In an 
executory (sometimes called a fully executory) bilateral contract, both parties, 
indeed, offer a promise to perform immediately or longer in the future 
rather than offering a past performance as their consideration. Because a 
promise to perform is considered a thing of value, when promises are 
exchanged, legal consideration for the contract is exchanged. When 
created, a bilateral contract is immediately binding and enforceable, even if 
it is a fully executory contract and all the acts promised will be performed in 
the future. In such contracts, each party has made a promise and 
undertaken a duty and, therefore, a mutuality of obligations exists. Moreover, 
each party is expecting a benefit, some thing for which each has bargained. 
Each party, then, has a right under the contract. Mutuality is also found in 
this bargained-for-exchange that the parties undertake. A simple example of this 
type of contract is where party A, a car dealer, promises to deliver a new 
Smart car of a specified type next Tuesday, and party B, an individual, 
promises to pay x€ for it on Tuesday. A has a duty to deliver the chosen 
Smart car, and a right to x€; B has a duty to deliver x€; and a right to 
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receive the chosen Smart car. Another common example involves loans. In 
our example, bank C, the lender, would promise to lend B the money for 
the car on Tuesday, and B, now also the debtor, would promise to repay 
over three years with a stated rate of interest. Again, B, the debtor, and C, 
the lender, both have duties and rights. The lender has a duty to lend the 
money on Tuesday and a right to receive repayment with interest over 
three years. The debtor would have a right to the loan on Tuesday and a 
duty to repay with interest over three years. 

The executory bilateral contract should be distinguished from the real or 
partially executory contract. A real contract demands more than mere consent, 
the exchange of mutual promises, or even formalizing words or rites to be 
effective. It requires that the subject of the obligation (the property or res) 
has been delivered for contract formation; or that one of the parties has 
previously performed on their side of the contract. Real contracts 
predominated in many early societies, such as in Greece, early Rome, and 
in some of the modern Civil Law legal systems built on Roman law 
(although this is changing).  

Bilateral contracts, with both the meeting of the mind and the exchange 
of valuable consideration, were common in the ancient Near East. 
Raymond Westbrook has asserted, however, that, with some important 
exceptions, bilateral contracts in the ancient Near East were either fully or 
partially executed and, thus, real; the exceptions he observes are the marriage 
contract and the international treaty. Although it is clear that real contracts 
existed in the ancient Near East, we believe that confirmation of the limited 
exceptions demands further study. Most significantly, Westbrook does not 
recognize that the contract with mutual oaths (in which he includes curses) 
may be a bilateral executory contract, he states: “It is not certain how far 
mutual oaths created mutual obligations.” This alone necessitates careful 
assessment.  

Bilateral contracts (whether fully executory or real) also may be divided 
into those that are unconditional (resultative) and those that are conditional 
(suspensive). This distinction is especially useful for understanding slave 
manumission in the ancient Near East. Most modern contracts are 
unconditional contracts. The examples given above involving individual B’s 
purchase of a car from dealer A and his loan from bank C to finance the car 
are both examples of an unconditional contract. The two promises, in each of 
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the contracts, are absolute and not conditional upon any contingency. 
Failure of either party to perform on their promise will cause a breach of 
the effective (i.e., binding and enforceable) contract; and judicial remedies 
may be sought. Thus, if A delivers the correct car and B does not pay, A 
will have an actionable suit against B for the money. If B arrives with the 
money and A does not have the specific car ordered, B will have an 
actionable claim against A. If C does not loan the money, B will have an 
action against C. If B does not repay C, C will have an action against B for 
repayment. Of course, where both parties wish to walk away from the 
contract (by way of rescission or cancellation) before either has performed, 
this could be done, so long as no third person was to receive some 
significant benefit from the contract. Typically, then, we have a legal 
conflict on such a contract where one party performs on the contract by 
fulfilling his or her promise while the other party breaches by failure to 
perform on his or her promise. In such a case, the injured party may seek 
judicial remedies, which are typically monetary damages for the loss. Other 
remedies are, however, also possible. In our example above, if A breaches, 
B might try to rescind the binding, enforceable contract if she, in the 
meantime, had found a better price for the car at a dealer in the next city 
over. In many cases, a rescission is an available remedy.  

A conditional contract, on the other hand, is one “whose very existence and 
performance depends upon the happening of some contingency or 
condition expressly stated therein.” In this case, one of the promises is 
usually contingent on some event and is not absolute. This contingency may 
be external to the original parties, but it may also be the full performance of 
one side of the bargain. Our example for the first type of conditional 
contract, wherein the contingency is external to the original contract, might 
look like this: dealer D promises to deliver a Fiat on Wednesday, and 
individual E states that, if he should find financing for the Fiat by 
Wednesday, he promises to return with z€ and buy the car. In this case, the 
promise and, therefore, the contract are both conditional upon E’s 
arranging for the necessary financing. If he should not look for, or actually 
find, such financing, the contract will fail, and the parties will go their 
separate ways without bother. Failure to meet the contingency is not a 
breach of the contract; rather, such failure simply causes the contract itself 
to fail, i.e., to fail to come into existence. Such a “contract” is known as a 
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void contract. If, however, E should look for and receive the financing (say, 
also from bank C), the contingency has been met, the contract for the sale 
of the car is formed, and E must appear and tender the funds to buy the 
car. If he should not, dealer D will have an action on the contract against 
individual E. Such contracts are much less common but certainly exist. In 
our contemporary world, contracts to purchase cars and homes are often 
subject to financing contingencies. A good faith requirement for the buyer to 
seek financing could be read into the contingency in these cases. 
Nonetheless, where financing cannot be secured after a good faith effort to 
find it, the parties will walk away from the bargain without legal 
repercussions. What we have described above is a contingency that is 
outside of the original contract itself, i.e., the obtaining of outside financing 
for the car.  

In some cases, however, the formation of the contract itself and the very 
duty of one of the parties to perform are conditional upon the full, 
completed performance of the other party. An example of this follows. Let 
us say that individuals F and G are long-time co-workers and friends. F is 
selling his fully-restored 1964 Ford Mustang and names the price. G states 
that he would very much like to buy the car but he is not sure that he can 
raise the money. F then states, “If you bring the money by noon next 
Thursday, I will sell you the car.” G agrees to the offer. F has not offered an 
unconditional promise to sell G the car. He has, instead, only promised to 
hold the car until noon next Thursday and not sell it to anyone else. G has 
not agreed to buy the car either. A contract, therefore, does not exist in 
regard to the sale of the car. Rather, F has to sell the car to G only if he 
should arrive with and tender the purchase price to F on or before noon 
next Thursday. When G arrives on F’s doorstep with the money in hand at 
7:30 a.m. on Thursday, the contract forms, and F’s duty to sell the car 
becomes non-contingent and actual. F must then tender the car to G or be 
liable for damages. 

We argue below that some Neo-Babylonian manumission contracts are 
much like unconditional bilateral contracts and others like conditional 
bilateral contracts, although we do not mean to suggest that they used 
similar terminology in discussing these contracts or that they had precisely 
the same conception of this idea. Nonetheless, it is apparent that some 
contracts involved promises that were not contingent and, therefore, bound 
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both parties immediately, whether they were fully or partially executory. 
We call these unconditional-type contracts. Other contracts were 
contingent upon the happening of some outside event or the full 
performance over an extended period of time of one of the parties before 
the contract would form and the performer could receive the benefit of the 
contract. These we call conditional-type contracts. 

Such bilateral contracts should also be distinguished from unilateral 
contracts. In early Roman law, contracts were typically both unilateral and 
formal. In a unilateral contract, only one party has rights and only the other 
party has duties. We use first one of the simplest and most common 
examples of the unilateral contract, the IOU: “I owe you, M, $200 for 
monies loaned to me.” One can easily see here that I, the maker of the 
document, have already received the money from M. This document relates 
that I have a duty to pay M $200, and M has a right to receive it. This 
document is a unilateral contract: only one side of the agreement is reflected 
in the writing because the other side has already performed. This often 
arose, in Rome, in the context of a loan, as well. Usually, the lender had 
already tendered the loan amount and, thus, performed on what would 
have been his side of an oral bilateral contract. The unilateral written 
contract would, in this instance, make clear that the debtor promises, and 
has a duty, to repay the loan, and the lender has the right to repayment. 
The lender has no duty and the buyer has no right by the terms of the 
unilateral contract—because those are previously fulfilled. 

When the bilateral contract was actually needed in early Roman law 
because both sides were still executory, the parties exchanged unilateral 
contracts, which is why Roman law in regard to its contracts is often called 
the “law of contracts” not “contract law.” The drawback to using two 
unilateral contracts instead of one bilateral contract can be seen in the 
example of the car purchase by B from dealer A from above. The two 
unilateral contracts would look as follows: A promises to deliver a certain 
Smart car to B on Tuesday and B will receive the car; B promises to pay x€ 
for the car on Tuesday and A will receive the money. If dealer A did not 
deliver the car on Tuesday, the buyer, B, could claim the car in a lawsuit 
based on dealer A’s unilateral contract even though B had not delivered the 
funds. Under the terms of the contract, it is to be remembered, A has a duty 
to deliver the car and B has the right to receive it. If B had not, in fact, 
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delivered the money, the seller, A, would have to claim the price in a 
separate legal action. If the buyer, B, were now insolvent, B would have the 
car and A would be without recourse. B would still have full rights to the 
car! In a bilateral contract, the suit would be unified, and the court would 
deal with the rights and obligations on both sides of one contract 
simultaneously. A would not have to tender the car to B where B could not 
pay for it. The people of the ancient Near East also used unilateral contracts 
in certain transactions, most notably in credit agreements; such contracts 
were typically formal and may have contained a curse formula. It appears 
that some manumission contracts in the Neo-Babylonian corpus were 
unilateral. 

One last contract matter should be addressed, i.e., the contractual third-
party beneficiary, those who have enforceable contract rights under a given 
contract, even though they are not parties to the contract and give no 
consideration or causa. Roman law did not generally recognize the promise 
of a promisee who contracted for the benefit of a third party (nemo alteri 
stipulari potest). Ancient French law also restricted the right, as did nineteenth 
century British law, which did not recognize the right of any person under a 
contract who was not privy (meaning: one of the parties) to that contract. 
Only later in the Common Law was such a doctrine accepted, far earlier in 
America than in the United Kingdom. Today, third-party beneficiaries are 
permitted in some cases. They generally fall into two classes: donees (gift 
recipients) and creditors. Those outside of the scope of such a doctrine are 
incidental beneficiaries. One usually must have an “intent to benefit” and 
create a right in the beneficiary for him or her to be considered a third-
party beneficiary. Life insurance policies typically involve donee third-party 
beneficiaries. The contract runs between the insured and the insurance 
company, but the money is to be paid to the beneficiary on the death of the 
insured. Here, the beneficiary will have an enforceable right to the money 
on the death of the insured so long as the policy has not been rescinded or 
allowed to lapse and the beneficiary has remained unaltered. Third-party 
beneficiaries in some case may vest and the contract in his or her favor will 
become irrevocable, but a clause in the original contract allowing the 
contract to be modified, rescinded, or the named beneficiary altered allows 
flexibility. Although, this doctrine was late in coming to modern contract 
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law, a similar idea may be found in the situation of manumission with 
dedication, which we will soon explore. 

 

Types of Contracts in Neo-Babylonian Manumissions 
All the above information, while possibly tedious, is of utmost importance in 
comprehending the different types of manumission contracts that existed in 
the Neo-Babylonian period and the effect of each one. We believe that prior 
discussions of such contracts have lacked precision. As a result, the full 
scope of available manumissions and the legal subtleties of each 
manumission process have remained unexplored. 

1. Unilateral manumission contracts 
We have discussed these contract distinctions at some length because 

they are visible in the context of ancient Near Eastern manumission, 
something that previous studies have overlooked. The ṭuppi mār banûti itself 
was sometimes in the form of a unilateral contract, wherein the master 
manumitted the slave immediately via the document. In some cases, the 
manumission tablet also allows the former slave to go wherever he or she 
chooses. In these manumission tablets, the owner undertakes a unilateral 
duty, i.e., to free and release the slave immediately; the slave has a unilateral 
right, i.e., the right to be freed and released immediately. No reciprocal 
rights and duties exist because the master did not ask for a promise and the 
slave gave no promise, either explicitly or impliedly. As a result, the former 
master has no rights in the former slave; the former slave owes no duty to 
the master. These unilateral contracts are often given in response to the 
valuable past service of a slave, but this is not acknowledged. The contract is 
enforceable due to the taking of an oath recorded in the tablet and/or the 
presence of recording witnesses to the tablet’s issuance. 

Although releases without future service obligations were a more 
uncommon form of manumission, we do have examples of such contracts. 
We find a formal unilateral ṭuppi mār banûti, for example, in ASJ 15, pp. 
105–06, wherein a slave is released from slave status; and he is “cleansed” 
(zakû) in perpetuity. The slave is, per the tablet, “free; he belongs to 
himself.” The tablet also includes a guarantee, with curse formula, that no 
other person can claim authority over him. The slave offers nothing in 
return. Another example may be found in BM 38948: A slave woman is 
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released (zukkû) into mār banî status; nobody can claim her as a slave any 
more. Her former owner asseverates under oath not to void the contract. 
This implies that no condition (such as service duty) is imposed on the 
former slave and, therefore, no risk of non-compliance exists that might 
justify the cancellation of the document. The preserved part of the tablet 
does not contain any of the known expressions for emancipation but the 
absence of service obligations and dedication seems to imply it. The 
manumittee is not explicitly required to remain in her former master’s 
household (but she might choose to do so). 

2. Bilateral manumission contracts 
Manumission contracts that have a service obligation attached to the 

slave are bilateral contracts and were quite common. Most of them also 
include dedication of the slave to a temple. While the master always 
initiated such contracts, they seem to have involved the concept of mutual 
promises to perform. The master promised explicitly to free (and dedicate) 
the slave either immediately or at his death, and the slave either promised 
explicitly to serve the master for his lifetime (as a child in the case of 
manumission and adoptions) or impliedly to serve the master for his lifetime 
(in other cases). The rights were also mutual: the slave could expect freedom 
and other rights according to the particular tablet; the master (or his spouse) 
could typically expect the slave to serve until his death. The fact that the 
master must initiate the offer does not negate the possibility of the formation 
of a bilateral manumission contract: the bargaining power of contracting 
parties could be quite unequal in the ancient world. Only if slaves were 
incapable of forming contracts would a bilateral contract be impossible. We 
know, however, that slaves could make contracts. They could, for instance, 
rent their own time from their owners and serve as agents in contractual 
dealings for their owners. The aforementioned bilateral manumission 
contracts seem to divide further into unconditional- and conditional-type 
contracts. We take up the unconditional-type manumission contract first.  

3. Bilateral unconditional-type (resultative) manumission contracts  
Often an unconditional-type bilateral contract is the means through 

which a former owner who has also adopted the former slave will set forth 
that the duties of the former slave are to serve “as a child.” AfO 50, no. 17 
represents such a case. A woman manumits her slave, of her own free 
volition by this ṭuppi mār banûti, which is issued in perpetuity. By the terms of 
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the contract, the slave must serve her “like a child” during her lifetime, 
which extends into the future; therefore, the slave’s promise in this case is 
expressly stated. The two sides of the agreement are reflected here, making 
the contract bilateral. Furthermore, the woman’s heirs must still do, or not 
do, something for the former slave: after the woman’s death something is 
supposed to happen, but it is unclear due to a gap in the text. The most 
likely scenario is either emancipation or transfer to the temple of the 
individual. In view of the fact that there is no previous mention of a deity, 
temple, or the verb zukkû, and the former slave’s service is described as the 
duty of a son, we may expect emancipation. 

OIP 122 37 is similarly an unconditional-type bilateral contract. The 
document itself is a ṭuppi mār banûti issued by an owner, wherein a slave 
woman and her children are freed by the words: “they are mār banî.” 
Furthermore, they are explicitly exempted from any further service for their 
former master. The woman has the right to “<go> where she pleases” and to 
“send her children to the house of a mār banî.” The woman with her 
children oblige themselves via an oath, on their side of the contract, not to 
entertain future sexual relations with the former master. This specific 
provision may be explained by the fact that the woman was the master’s 
concubine, and his wife wishes to be rid of her presence and that of her 
children. Here, we can note that the woman and her children incur a 
negative obligation in the contract: they will not do something, i.e., have 
sexual relations with the master. This document also contains a curse 
formula against anyone who alters the agreement. 

Now, we return to Nbn. 697. It appears from the tablet that the owner, 
Iqīšaya, had actually freed his slave by a manumission contract of some 
kind. The slave was, in exchange, to serve Iqīšaya for his lifetime. In 
addition, we can  expect the former slave to have been granted the right to 
go where he chose at the owner’s death. We, therefore, suspect that the 
original manumission document(s) looked similar in content and style to 
AfO 50, no. 17 and OIP 122 37, wherein the owners manumit the slave, of 
their own free volition, by means of a ṭuppi mār banûti, which is issued in 
perpetuity. Moreover, the documents also record the obligations of the 
former slaves (although the obligations are different from the one in Nbn. 
697). We argued in our discussion of AfO 50, no. 17, that that 
emancipation was most likely to occur at the owner’s death. We believe that 
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this is also the case in the underlying contract of Nbn. 697. Here, however, 
the former slave, instead of fulfilling his end of the bargain, ran—and 
probably took his copy of the manumission document with him. Thereby, 
he violated the terms of the unconditional-type, binding, and effective 
bilateral contract. Thus, the former slave had breached. Because the slave 
was probably nowhere to be found, the only available remedy for Iqīšaya 
was to either rescind the original manumission document himself or to have 
a court do it. He chose the first option as Nbn. 697 is the tablet wherein 
Iqīšaya rescinds the original manumission contract. It, therefore, appears 
that a self-help remedy was allowed in this case. It should be noted that the 
scribe who issued this cancellation and transfer document apparently did 
not anticipate any legal problems. Such scribes were well-versed in 
Babylonian contract formulae as well as the practicalities of law and 
possessed professional legal understanding, thanks to the high standard of 
the scribal curriculum. It, therefore, may be assumed that such cancellation 
did not contradict any contemporary legal perceptions and would be upheld 
in court. The owner also transferred, via Nbn. 697, ownership of the slave 
to his daughter-in-law and granddaughter who took care of him instead of 
his slave. This fact indicates that some time had passed between the running 
of the slave and the execution of Nbn. 697. The owner had not executed 
the formal rescission immediately; rather it occurred after his relatives had 
cared for him instead of the slave. The document does not explicitly state 
whether or not the slave had resurfaced by the time of  its issue, but the 
length of time and the very fact of the tablet both argue for the supposition 
that the slave never did surface. 

Finally in regard to this tablet, although we maintain that the underlying 
manumission document was a bilateral unconditional-type contract, we 
must acknowledge that, even in the case where the manumission had been 
conditional upon the completion of the work obligation and, therefore, 
delayed, the owner would need some type of evidentiary proof that the 
runaway slave had, indeed, run and was not eligible for manumission. This 
results from the possibility that, after the owner’s death, the slave might 
reappear with his copy of the tablet, claiming that he has performed all his 
service and he is, therefore, eligible for freedom under the terms of the 
contract. The heirs would need some counter documentation. Hence, even 
a conditional-type manumission contract would need some additional 
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documentation in is situation. In the final analysis, Westbrook read Nbn. 
697 as a conditional-type manumission contract, and the aforementioned 
need for documentation may have contributed to his view. Nevertheless, 
two primary points argue against this position: (1) Nbn. 697 indicates that 
the actual ṭuppi mār banûti had been issued to the slave, which would not be 
the case in a conditional-type contract, as we will discuss further 
momentarily; and (2) it is unclear that the counter-documentation in the 
case of a conditional-type tablet would “break” (ḫepû or pasāsu) the 
conditional-type contract because it is not a ṭuppi mār banûti or even a fully-
formed contract with legal effect; thus, it is more likely that the owner would 
issue a ṭuppi la mār banûti, which simply reasserts the slave’s original status. 

 Now we turn to the situation wherein the master promises to free and 
dedicate the slave and, in exchange, the slave promises expressly or 
impliedly to render service in the future, usually until the death of the 
owner. Again, as in the case of the above documents, we might expect one 
combined bilateral document, i.e., a ṭuppi mār banûti that also records the 
service obligation. A second type of document is also possible in this case 
but is less likely given the Babylonian penchant for documentation, i.e., the 
issuance of a unilateral ṭuppi mār banûti, wherein the service obligation is only 
implied. In these two scenarios, the temple dedication followed immediately 
or very shortly thereafter. Branding and registration might also accompany 
such dedication. In the second tablet scenario, one would think that 
branding would be especially important, so that no one would think that the 
former slave was free to go where he or she chose after the former owner’s 
death as in Nbn. 697. No matter what the documentation might look like, 
however, the manumission was immediately effective and the dedication 
was performed, even though, quite obviously, the lifetime service could not 
yet be performed. On the death of the former master, the former slave 
would be transferred to, and take up residence in, the temple. 

OIP 122 38, which both Roth and Westbrook discussed, is based on this 
type of manumission. The lawsuit involves, as we might remember, a 
former slave with a service obligation. Ištar-ab-uṣur was freed and dedicated 
immediately to Ištar of Uruk, and his after-born children were also 
considered to be free and dedicated, by the terms of the documentation. 
Ištar-ab-uṣur was to move to the temple at the death of the surviving spouse 
as both the husband and wife dedicated him. He apparently performed the 
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service owed until his former master’s death. After the death, the master’s 
widow was pressured into transferring Ištar-ab-uṣur to her deceased 
husband’s alleged creditor, who must have maintained that Ištar-ab-uṣur 
was used as a pledge in a debt note that was executed before the 
manumission (because only where a valid legal claim was attached to the 
slave before manumission and dedication would the creditor’s interest 
supersede that of the former slave). Because Ištar-ab-uṣur and his three 
children who were born after his manumission and dedication were, by the 
terms of his contract, širkus and should not have been sold, Ištar-ab-uṣur 
sued the widow over his sale. The court, in this case, found that the creditor 
could not produce evidence of the pre-existing security interest. Thus, Ištar-
ab-uṣur was successful in his bid to have the sale deemed void for a legal 
defect, i.e., he could not be sold to the creditor as he was illegal 
consideration. He and his three children were širkus and, as such, none 
could be sold, even before Ištar-ab-uṣur had completed his service 
obligation that was still owed to the widow. 

The circumstances of OIP 122 38 clearly demonstrate that a bilateral 
unconditional-type manumission contract was at the heart of the matter. 
The ṭuppi mār banûti had been issued, which he gave to the court as 
documentary evidence. It is most probable that all the terms on both sides 
of the contract were included in this tablet: the couple granted the 
manumission of Ištar-ab-uṣur, and Ištar-ab-uṣur gave a promise of service 
until the surviving spouse would have died. A slight possibly exists that the 
service obligation was implied rather than expressed, but Ištar-ab-uṣur was 
not apparently branded at dedication, because the creditor placed a slave 
brand on his hand. As a result, the document was more likely to have 
contained an express promise, using the common terminology “as long as 
both live he will serve them.” The contract is both real and unconditional 
because: (1) the master performed on his side of the contract immediately, 
even through it would take the rest of two contemporaneous lifetimes for 
the now former slave to perform; and (2) when the court found Ištar-ab-
uṣur to be širku, they found that the manumission was not conditioned on 
Ištar-ab-uṣur’s completed performance or any external contingency. Both of 
these facts are consistent with each other and with an unconditional-type, 
binding, and enforceable manumission contract. The wife of the couple, 
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therefore, breached the valid contract by selling Ištar-ab-uṣur. When Ištar-
ab-uṣur sued, the court gave him satisfaction.  

The unconditional-type bilateral manumission contract with service 
obligation has vital implications: (1) The former slave can no longer be sold, 
gifted, bequeathed, or pledged as a chattel slave. (2) Transfers of the širku’s 
residence during his service would be unusual. One case of transfer to a 
third-party while the širku’s service was being performed exists, but it 
reflects an atypical situation because the manumitted slave’s service 
obligation was clearly defined and consisted in tasks linked to the 
performance of his former master’s temple prebend. When the owner 
transferred this prebend to a relative, the former slave followed the 
prebend. The transfer, however, is not based on any notion of ownership as 
only the labor of the former slave was transferred and the new prebend 
holder had to provide adequately for the individual’s maintenance until the 
time when he was to go to the temple, i.e., on his former owner’s death. (3) 
The children born to a širku during the time of service will also be širkus. (4) 
The manumitted and dedicated širku could adopt children, who would also 
be considered širkus. (5) Although the slave (and his or her after-born 
children) will not become a member of the temple household/community 
for some time, the temple’s interest in the released individual and his future 
children attaches instantaneously, although we argue that the temple does 
not receive a property interest, as will be discussed further below. The 
temple’s interest is such, however, that it may unwind any transfer of the 
individual or his after-born children either before or after the death of the 
former owner. For example, if the heirs should not have delivered the širku 
to the temple on the former owner’s death, the temple had the right to the 
transfer of the slave and would demand it.  

This raises the question concerning what would happen under such 
contract, if the former slave should breach the contract by running and, 
thus, failing to serve. Could such manumission be rescinded or some other 
remedy afforded to the former master as in Nbn. 697 where, by contrast, 
the underlying manumission tablet did not involve a dedication? 
Unfortunately, no available Neo-Babylonian tablet explicitly deals with this 
situation. We might expect, similar to Nbn. 697, that if the former slave 
were to fail to satisfy the relevant conditions, his manumission could be 
rescinded and his mār banûti status revoked because the slave, at least 
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impliedly, had promised to perform the service. The breach is exactly the 
same in both cases. The difference and the difficulty are both that the slave 
has also been dedicated, which creates an interest in the temple. Certainly, 
where the manumission was void by operation of law due to prior claims on 
the slave, the temple would not be entitled to the former slave because of 
the pre-dedication property claims upon the slave. In a manumission like 
the one underlying the lawsuit of OIP 122 38, the contract would have 
been formed, partially executed (on at least one side), and then breached. 
Thus, the contract was not void but only rescindable by the former owner 
due to the breach. The question then becomes: Can a former owner on his 
own initiative rescind the manumission, whereby the temple would lose its 
interest? Until we have such a tablet, we cannot know the answer to this 
question with certainty, but we can only make an educated guess. We 
suggest that, even though the temple has enforceable rights, the owner 
would remain so entitled to rescind. To understand this better, we examine 
the rights of the temple under such manumission contracts with dedication. 

In the case where the slave is dedicated with the manumission, the owner 
has established a right and expectation in the temple. Although this action 
does not met modern law standards in regard to the third-party beneficiary, 
the concept is helpful in understanding the temple’s position vis-à-vis the 
master and former slave. The temple is not a party to the contract that runs 
between the master and the slave. Yet, the contract with dedication does, at 
least so far as the temple has actual knowledge (via registration) or constructive 
(presumed) knowledge (via the brand) of the dedication, create an interest in 
and expectation concerning the former slave. The owner of the slave, at the 
time of manumission and dedication, fully intends to create such interest. 
This is not a property interest because širkus are free persons, not chattel 
slaves. What the temple expects and its interest comprises is that the 
individual will reside in the temple community/household under the 
authority of the temple, as a širku, at the master’s death, and be part of its 
work force. We know that this is an enforceable right because we have one 
case of temple enforcement, RA 67, pp. 148–49, wherein the temple uses 
the secular courts to enforce its rights to transfer of the individual to the 
temple community/household. In that litigation, temple officials claim that 
a slave woman, with a temple mark and a tattooed dedicatory inscription on 
her hand, and her son were dedicated to the temple and demand their 
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transfer. The case goes to the royal judges of Babylon. Her owner alleges 
that the woman, after he had acquired her (at least a decade earlier) escaped 
and had her hands marked herself, presumably to avoid having to serve her 
new owner. The woman, however, asserts that she was oblated by her 
previous owner before the sale took place: EN-a maḫ-ra-a a-na dna-na-a uz-zak-
ka-an-ni “my former owner ‘cleansed’ me for Nanaya” (ll. 18–19). The 
judges decide that she was indeed dedicated by her previous owner: GEMÉ 
an-ni-tì za-ki-tum šá dna-na-a “this slave woman is (in fact) an oblate 
(‘cleansed one’) of Nanaya” (ll. 9–10), basing their decision on two facts: (1) 
inspection of the woman’s marks and tattoos by a scribe revealed that they 
were quite old but readable indeed; but more decisive was (2) the fact that 
the owner himself had done nothing to clarify the case. Had he accepted a 
marked slave in lieu of payment, he certainly was in the wrong; had the 
slave herself had someone inscribe those marks, he should have brought a 
claim against the scribe in due course to assert his title to the slave. We also 
have numerous tablets, such as YOS 6 79//80, YOS 7 66, YOS 7 91, and 
YOS 19 91, wherein the temple investigates a dedicated and branded 
individual who is in the possession of someone other than the original 
owner. Thus, the temple clearly is a third-party beneficiary who has an 
enforceable interest—the transfer of the slave to its authority—in the 
manumission with dedication contract. In fact, it seems that the temple’s 
power was such in these cases that it could enforce the transfer of dedicated 
širkus without, in most instances, using the power of the secular courts. 

In returning to the hypothetical problem of the runaway manumitted 
and dedicated individual, we know that the temple was given a concrete 
interest in the transfer of the slave in the original manumission and 
dedication contract. The dedication was done when the slave was, in fact, 
free. The interest attaches. The former slave breached the contract by not 
completing his or her promised performance. This should give the owner 
the right to rescind the contract analogously to the situation in Nbn. 697. A 
third-party beneficiary may only enforce any rights that it has under a 
contract if the contract is still valid. If the contract has lapsed, been 
breached, or been revoked or rescinded in a valid manner, a third-party 
beneficiary loses his or her rights under the original contract. Hence, it 
seems reasonable to suggest that the former master in this case can 
rescinded a breached manumission and dedication tablet, even though it 
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created an interest in the temple. Due to the temple’s power in this society, 
we might assume that the master would have to notify the temple and/or 
have some other documentation that makes clear that the dedication is no 
longer valid so that, should the slave reappear, the master could claim the 
slave as his. It is probable that the documentation involving a revocation of 
a dedication would need to somehow include temple officials. One must 
wonder, however, about the status of any children who were born post-
manumission and left behind, as well as whether the temple would exert 
any pressure on the master not to rescind (maybe with a promise that the 
temple would assist in locating the slave), but simply to set the slave back to 
work should he or she reappear. 

The above hypothetical scenario is helpful when exploring CRRAI 47, 
p. 115, which is a perplexing text. A former slave woman reports to the 
temple to have been released and oblated (zukkû), marked with a temple 
mark, and entered into the temple’s register of širkus, some thirty-one years 
ago by her owner, obviously under the condition to serve her former master 
with deferred transfer to the temple. The current daughter-in-law of the son 
of the original owner still commands her service. The daughter-in-law 
claims, upon investigation, that her father-in-law had rescinded the contract 
of dedication in agreement with temple officials and allegedly received a 
document to this effect: ri-ik-su a-na muḫ-ḫi la LÚ [RIG7-ú-tu] šá fPN ki-i iš-ku-
su a-na PN e-mi-ia it-ta-din “a contract concerning non-[širkūtu status] of fPN, 
when he (the temple official) issued it he gave it to PN, my father-in-law” (ll. 
10–12: the restoration of ṭuppi lā širkūti is justified because the expression is 
repeated in l. 15). The daughter-in-law had brought a document with her to 
the hearing, but it was the wrong one, namely, the document issued by her 
father-in-law that transferred ownership of the slave woman to her. The 
temple, therefore, obliges her to produce the appropriate document, i.e., the 
one between her father-in-law and the temple documenting the recission of 
the dedication, or otherwise compensate the temple for the service that the 
širku had rendered to her since the death of her father-in-law, upon which 
the former slave should have been transferred to the temple. The outcome 
is not known.  

At first glance, this tablet is mystifying because the temple is not a party 
to the original contract between the master and slave; thus, one must ask: 
How is it that the owner and temple may issue a contract that rescinds the 
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manumission and dedication of the former slave? For two reasons, this 
scenario is improbable from a legal perspective. First, the temple does not 
have a sufficient nexus to the original contract to have the right to do this: it 
was not privy to the contract. Second, such an act would affect adversely 
the contractual rights of the former slave without that individual’s 
contractual authority or consent. Nonetheless, as the temple authorities 
oblige the current possessor of the slave to present the tablet in question, 
rather than reject her claim as altogether ill-founded, we may surmise that 
such procedure was not deemed to be impossible. The temple officials who 
are hearing the matter allow for the fact that such a tablet could exist. 
Herein lies the conundrum. If we understand, however, that the temple is a 
type of third-party beneficiary to such contracts and that they must be 
notified in the case of a valid legal rescission of the original manumission 
and dedication, then this case seems less enigmatic.  

We presume that the father-in-law had expended part of his daughter-in-
law’s dowry and was asked to make up the deficiency. Such exchanges or 
“dowry conversions” were common in propertied circles, and the document 
recording this transaction obviously existed, indicating that the father-in-
law had transferred the manumitted and dedicated slave to the woman. 
The daughter-in-law may have had her own doubts about the legitimacy of 
the transfer, as the branding mark on the slave’s hand could not have 
escaped her notice, but her qualms were, apparently, put to rest when her 
father-in-law assured her that the oblation had been cancelled and the 
pertaining document issued by the temple officials. In other words, her 
father-in-law must have maintained that, for some reason, he was entitled to 
cancel the original manumission and dedication tablet and had executed a 
document with the temple to this effect. We have to suspect that the father-
in-law deliberately deceived his daughter-in-law and that she was the naïve 
victim of his machinations. The tablet that she showed to the judges 
obviously only concerned the property transfer to her. It was, therefore, 
insufficient to prove her title to the slave, because the oblation—according 
to the slave’s testimony—had already occurred prior to her transfer, thereby 
rendering the transfer void by operation of law. What the young daughter-
in-law did not understand is that the former slave, who was still a member 
of the household, had to be a party to such a contract rescission unless she 
had, in fact, actually breached the original document. In that case, however, 
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surely the temple oblate would have known that her manumission and 
dedication had been rescinded on legal grounds. During the investigation of 
the matter now many years later, temple officials did not find the daughter-
in-law’s claim impossible on its face because circumstances indeed exist 
(such as in the case of a runaway and recovered former slave) that allow the 
owner to rescind the manumission and dedication contract for breach; 
furthermore, the temple was usually made a party or at least a witness to 
such rescissions so that the loss of their interest was clarified and 
documented for all concerned. Thus, the temple officials, in this matter, 
asked to see the document (the alleged ṭuppi lā širkūti) that purportedly 
rescinded the manumission and dedication of the individual who came to 
them for relief. Their request for it does not mean that they actually 
believed it existed in this case, only that it could conceivably exist. Although 
the outcome is not recorded, we doubt that the daughter-in-law was able to 
produce the document and, therefore, keep the dedicated woman. She 
probably owed, instead, a great deal of money to the temple. 

We note in cases like CRRAI 47, p. 115 and OIP 122 38 that the širku, 
who is not residing in the temple and remains under the authority of an 
individual, may seek enforcement of his or her rights under the 
manumission and dedication contract before the secular court or temple. If 
širkūtu status were not a significant improvement over that of a privately-
held chattel slave, these cases would be a bewilderment. This, too, argues 
for širkūtu status being a status with significantly more rights than that of a 
chattel slave. 

We have addressed above the unconditional-type bilateral manumission 
and dedication contract and all its legal implications. Other documents 
contain, however, a different scenario, i.e., the presence of a conditional-
type contract. We now turn to those. 

4. Bilateral conditional-type (suspensive) manumission contracts 
In some cases, the manumission and dedication contract clearly 

delineates that the slave had to do the service before he or she would be 
manumitted and dedicated. Only after the slave had actually performed the 
service, would the manumission contract be effective, and the heirs of the 
master would, then, have had to free, dedicate, and transfer the slave. Thus, 
the slave promises to do the lifetime service, and the master promises, if and 
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when the slave in fact finishes performing the service, to have him or her 
freed and dedicated. In this instance, the promise and, thus, the contract are 
conditional, and the slave’s performance of the service is the contractual 
contingency. The master owes no duty to the slave until the slave completes 
his side of the contract. It is the master’s heirs who will complete the 
contract for the master in this instance. 

There are different implications to this arrangement from that of the 
unconditional-type contract: (1) The former slave can be sold, given away, 
or pledged up until the owner’s death because he or she remains a chattel 
slave. (2) All children subsequently born to this individual before the 
owner’s death would be slaves of the owner and would require their own 
manumission and dedication if they were also to go to the temple as širkus. 
(3) The contract does not establish a clear and firm legal interest in the slave 
for the temple until the owner’s death. The tablet certainly indicates an 
intention on the part of the slave’s owner to free and dedicate the slave at 
his death, who will then become a part of the temple community. Yet, 
because the slave must perform the full service before the contract will come 
into existence and be binding and enforceable, many things could interfere 
with this original intention: the owner retains the right to, and might 
actually, pledge, sell, gift, or bequeath the slave; the slave might run; the 
slave might become sick and unable to work; and so forth. It, therefore, is 
improbable that the temple would have any enforceable right in the slave 
before the owner died. Where the tablet remained in existence and the slave 
performed his duty, the contract would come into existence—with the 
condition satisfied—and now be legally binding and enforceable. If the heirs 
should then take possession of the slave without freeing and dedicating him 
or her, it seems that both the slave and temple would have the right to 
enforce the contract: the slave because he or she is a party to the contract; 
the temple because it is now a vested third-party beneficiary. 

Furthermore, if the slave should run in this case, the original document 
would not have to be rescinded because the contract would not have yet 
come into legal existence. The formation of the contract would fail by 
operation of law because the condition of service was not performed and 
the original contract would be considered void. The runner would simply 
be a runaway slave and never become entitled to manumission and 
dedication. Nevertheless, as indicated above in our discussion of Nbn. 697, 
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the owner would still need to produce some sort of documentation that the 
slave had run under the terms of a conditional contract. Although the 
contract had, in fact, failed in that moment, the heirs would require, in the 
case where the slave was both found and was asserting that he was free 
(because he had performed the service and his master was deceased), proof 
that the slave had run.  

YOS 7 17 contains such a conditional-type contract. In that case, a 
couple “gives” (nadānu) their slave of their own free volition (ina ḫūd libbišunu) 
to Ištar for their life and well-being. The slave is obliged to serve them 
during their lifetimes and, only after they both die, will she be a širku. No 
language in the record demonstrates that the slave is immediately freed and 
dedicated: the tablet states: “When they go to (their) fate fPN is a širku.” 
Although the terminology of manumission and dedication is not employed, 
the outcome is clearly defined as širkūtu status. It is, however, to be 
effectuated at the owners’ death. Until that time, the slave will remain a 
slave. This may appear, on first glance, to be the terminology of a gift 
(donatio) to the temple due to the fact that both nadānu and ina ḫūd libbišu 
appear regularly in gift documents. Nonetheless, these terms are used in 
other types of contracts, as well. The couple is certainly interested in 
transferring their slave to the temple at their deaths. They do not, however, 
intend to transfer her as a chattel slave, for use as a slave in the temple, 
under rights in property. Instead, they intend to free and dedicate the slave, 
after her service, that she might live after their deaths under the authority of 
the temple household/community as a širku.  

One might ask in this case, however, of just what value is the promise of 
the slave to work until the master’s death when he or she already owed such 
a duty in his capacity as a slave anyway. Pre-existing duties are not always 
considered to be valid consideration; there are, however, circumstances 
when it can be considered sufficient. In this case, the slave might be 
impliedly promising more enthusiastic and, therefore, better service due to 
the master’s offer of additional incentive. Although modern courts often will 
construe situations in this way, this may be a bit far-fetched when we 
consider the ancient world. Even if, however, we should consider the slave’s 
future service to be inadequate consideration, this would only mean that the 
contract is a conditional-type unilateral, rather than bilateral, contract. The 
master, herein, simply promises (and, thereby undertakes the duty) to free 
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and dedicate the slave at his death upon the condition of the slave’s regular 
service until death; the slave had the right under the contract to be freed 
and dedicated at the conclusion of his or her service. The legal effect would 
be similar. 

A very complex text, YOS 6 2, is the most explicit example that we have 
of the conditional-type manumission contract. Especially nice is the fact that 
this one text contains an unconditional-type manumission, as well. Hence, 
we can see clearly the differences between the two types of manumission 
contracts. A man, PN1, freed and dedicated one of his slaves, PN2. PN2 
apparently had continuing service requirements in regard to his former 
master, because of the ongoing relationship between the two and because 
manumission with dedication and immediate transfer to the temple are 
rare. The tablet, therefore, on this level reflects a prior unconditional-type 
manumission and dedication contract with respect to PN2. The former 
owner, PN1, then gave to the former slave, PN2, a two-thirds share of 
another, evidently younger, slave, PN3, in adoption, while PN1 retained a 
one-third share in PN3, as a slave. This step is recorded in the document 
before us. Under the terms of the contract, PN3 was obliged to pay his 
adoptive širku father, PN2, five šeqels of silver per year, in regard to his filial 
duties. When the father, PN2, dies, according to the tablet, the adopted PN3 
would “belong to the Lady-of-Uruk,” obviously in his entirety. Despite the 
language of ownership used in this stipulation, we can suppose that the 
younger slave will become a full širku at his adoptive father’s death. How do 
we understand this transaction in regard to PN3? It seems as though two-
thirds of the adopted son became immediately širku upon his adoption, 
thereby assuming the status of his father. This aspect of the text contains, 
then, an unconditional-type bilateral manumission and adoption contract. 
The fact that two-thirds of PN3 is the object of an adoption contract while 
the remaining one-third of PN3 still belongs to the master, PN1, is, to say the 
least, unusual. This one-third of PN3 will only be granted manumission and 
dedication after service to, and on the death of, his father, PN2, so that PN3 
would be fully širku, and could then transfer residence to the temple. Thus, 
one-third of PN3 had a conditional-type bilateral manumission contract. 
Until his širku father died, PN3 owed one-third of his service to his master. 
Only after the death of his adoptive father would the rest of PN3 be freed 
and dedicated. His master—with his one-third stake—remained in charge; 
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the adoptive širku father, being an unemancipated širku himself, could only 
hold paternal power over his two-thirds son as far as the son’s maintenance 
obligations towards him were concerned; he could not, e.g., emancipate 
him. Again, that we have one-third of a person subject to a conditional-type 
manumission and dedication contract is unusual, but additionally unusual is 
that PN3’s freedom and dedication is granted on the father’s death, not on the 
owner’s. This is exceptional indeed.  

The tablet leaves one gaping legal hole. In the case that the owner 
should outlive the adoptive father, the sequence of events is clearly outlined 
by the tablet: the slave son will pay his yearly silver to his širku father until 
his death, but will remain the property of his owner in respect to a one-third 
share. On the širku father’s death, the master will free and dedicate the 
remaining one-third of the adopted son, and he will then go to the temple. 
Nothing, however, is said about how things will stand should the former 
owner die before the širku father. We have to assume that someone would 
inherit the one-third share in the slave, PN3, that had not yet been 
dedicated (because this is going to happen only at the adopter’s death). The 
heir of PN1, presumably, could continue to use this one-third of the slave, 
PN3, or, in the alternative, would be entitled, at least, to two and one-half 
šeqels of income per year as long as the two-thirds adoptive father (who 
receives five šeqels) remains alive. If, however, no biological or testamentary 
heir to the owner should exist, it seems plausible that the adoptive father 
would succeed him as to the one-third share of his son, and the son would 
then be fully širku and go to the temple. 

This leaves open the question as to why such a highly abstract, 
sophisticated, and complicated arrangement was conceived and 
implemented at all. We posit that the older, already manumitted and 
dedicated individual, PN2, was coming to the end of his ability to serve his 
master and was no longer able to support himself without difficulty, be it 
because of illness or old age. Although he was immediately freed and 
dedicated, he had continuing service obligations to his former master; but 
he may have become ill prematurely, or his master lived much longer than 
expected. Thus, the aim of the master was to provide his manumitted older 
slave with a son and caregiver who would help maintain him. We suppose 
that the young slave might already be hired out or work on his own account 
because he is supposed to generate an income to fulfill his filial maintenance 
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obligations. Why, though, would the adoptive father need the money of the 
young slave? Would it not make more sense for the young slave to continue 
to work for the owner, care physically for the older PN2, and have the 
owner take financial care of PN2? We suggest that PN2 might have already 
been transferred to the temple to free the owner of the burden of caring for 
this individual. The temple authorities were not too happy to accept 
someone among its new ranks who was unfit to work. Under normal 
circumstances, the temple would have been compensated for its financial 
commitment to an old dedicatee by receiving his or her children for its 
workforce. Here, however, PN2 had no children. Hence, the temple officials 
may have demanded a remedy to this situation. It seems probable then that 
this adoption arrangement was created at the temple’s instigation. The 
owner of the young slave did not want, however, to let him go entirely at 
this point, probably because he himself required some assistance as well. 
Instead, he ceded five šeqels of silver per year, which the young slave was to 
provide, as a subsidy for the old slave’s maintenance. This set of 
circumstances may also then explain why the contract does not provide for 
the case of the former owner, PN1, outliving PN2: the latter is probably in 
such ill-health that it is highly unlikely that he will survive PN1. This case 
reflects especially well the flexibility of manumission contracts to meet the 
needs of the parties involved. Our study is, however, not yet complete. 
Delayed, conditional-type manumissions and dedications are also found in 
the context of gifts, which we now investigate. 

  

Manumission in the Context of Gifts 
We also have extant documents recording clear gifts that involve the 
manumission and dedication of slaves. In OIP 122 2, a man transfers his 
ownership rights over a slave family (a couple and their two children) to his 
wife. The children are obliged to serve the wife during her lifetime. On the 
wife’s death, the children are to be freed and dedicated (zakû) to Ištar and 
Nanaya. The owner probably has not provided for the slave parents 
because they are either now elderly or of the same generation as the donor. 
It is the children about whom they are concerned, and the ultimate benefit 
will run to them. Another man similarly transfers, in TCL 12 36, his 
ownership rights over a slave woman and her children to his wife. Here, the 
slaves are obliged to serve the wife during her lifetime and all will be freed 
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and dedicated (zakû) upon the wife’s death. These tablets are not quite like 
YOS 7 17 because they are plainly a donatio to the wife, rather than 
conditional-type contracts between master and slave. The slaves’ service 
obligation, although mentioned explicitly, simply derives from the wife’s 
ownership rights and is not contractual consideration. We must now refer to 
some other legal concepts, based in estate and property law, in order to help 
us fully understand what is occurring. 

1. Donatio and the concept of ownership 
Ownership is a bundle of rights to a thing (a res). When one owns the 

entire bundle of rights, under Common Law, one owns the thing in fee simple 
absolute: “A fee simple absolute is an estate limited absolutely to a person 
and his or her heirs and assigns forever without limitation or condition.” 
Another way to put this is: “An absolute or fee-simple estate is one in which 
the owner is entitled to the entire property, with unconditional power of 
disposition during one’s life, and descending to one’s heirs and legal 
representatives upon one’s death intestate. Such estate is unlimited as to 
duration, disposition, and descendibility.”  

When disposing of property through gift, one makes a donatio. A donatio is 
a concept of Roman law that moved into Civil Law and eventually was 
accepted into Common Law systems. It is a gift, i.e., “a transfer of the title of 
property to one who receives it without paying for it. The act by which the 
owner of a thing voluntarily transfers the title and possession of the same 
from himself to another person, without any consideration.” Two types of 
such gifts exist in both the Civil Law and Common Law: a donatio inter vivos 
(a gift made during lifetime); and a donatio causa mortis (a gift made “under 
apprehension of death” or “in contemplation, fear, or peril of death, and 
with intent that it shall take effect only in case of death”). By the donatio of 
either type, a donor may dispose of the whole or any part of his or her 
property. There are, in many modern legal systems, wide divergences in 
regard to the legal ramifications of a donatio inter vivos or mortis causa. The 
same was true in ancient law. Most significant was the irrevocability of 
donatio inter vivos and the revocability of those mortis causa. In Roman law, the 
revocability of the gift was critical: “[t]his was a gift made in contemplation 
of death in some particular eventuality … and only becoming fully effective 
if the donee survived the donor. Until then it was revocable either in the 
sense that no right passed to the donee (suspensive condition) or, more 
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often, that the donee could be required to restore what he had received 
(resolutive condition).” Gifts both inter vivos and mortis causa have been used 
throughout history as a means of devolving one’s assets. We know of the use 
of gifts in the Neo-Babylonian period, in Seleucid Babylonia, and at 
Elephantine. Donatio inter vivos and mortis causa could both be made by 
transfer of property, the creation of a contract right, or debt forgiveness 
under Roman law.  

Furthermore, one could limit the rights that one gave away or divide the 
bundle of rights in one particular piece of property between individuals by 
the use of gifts and bequests. Hence, one can, by such means, transfer the 
life estate or usufruct in the property to one individual and the remainder 
interest in property to another. At Common Law, a life estate is: “An estate 
whose duration is limited to the life of the party holding it, or some other 
person…. A legal arrangement whereby the beneficiary (i.e., the life tenant) 
is entitled to the income from the property for his or her life. Upon the 
death of the life tenant, the property will go to the holder of the remainder 
interest or to the grantor by reversion.” A usufruct (the term used more 
commonly in Rome and Civil Law systems) is quite similar, but it is 
important to note that, under early Roman law a usufruct could not be 
created by will and, one created through donatio inter vivos, could not be 
alienated in any way; while under Common Law, a life estate may be 
created by will and alienated, however created. Thus, the Common Law 
creates full successive ownership in time, while Roman law did not. In the 
ancient Near East, a property owner could divide, through inter vivos 
transfer, the usufruct from the remainder in property, as well. 

In spite of these distinction, it is clear that in most legal systems, if 
individual H would like to make a donatio inter vivos in his farm and stock, he 
could leave the use, enjoyment, and benefit of the farm and stock, including 
all their income, to J during his life, and give the remainder interest, i.e., the 
farm and stock at its then value, to K after J dies. The only limitation on J’s 
use is that he may not waste or destroy the property such that K’s interest is 
diminished. We discuss these legal concepts because the bundle of rights is 
divided in this manner in both OIP 122 2 and TCL 12 36, which we 
discussed above. 
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2. Donatio, Slaves, and Manumssions in the Neo-Babylonian Period 
In OIP 122 2, the husband has transferred full ownership rights via a 

donatio inter vivos in the slave couple in favor of his wife. She can do with 
them what she likes during her life and dispose of them as she will on her 
death, assuming that they are still alive. These two powers indicate that she 
will own the slave couple in fee simple absolute, having now the entire 
bundle of property rights. The wife receives, however, only a life interest, or 
the usufruct, in the slave children. She cannot dispose of them via bequest. 
The remainder interest will devolve to the heirs of the original owner, 
because we assume he retains what he has not given away, as under Roman 
law. The wife’s heirs, should they be different from the husband’s for some 
reason, would not take. Nevertheless, the husband’s heirs take only for the 
purpose of effecting the manumission and dedication. The remainder 
interest will, essentially, be in the slaves themselves because they are to be 
freed, dedicated, and sent immediately to the temple as širku and, these 
individuals would have standing to sue for their freedom and dedication due 
to their contract right. The temple does not own the remainder interest as 
the children are free and no longer property: they belong to themselves as 
širku. Nonetheless, they are, as such, under the authority of the temple and 
must join the temple household/community. This is also true of the slave 
woman and her children in the case of TCL 12 36. 

OIP 122 2 and TCL 12 36 raise an interesting hypothetical question: 
What would happen if the slave couple in OIP 122 2 were still within 
childbearing years and had after-born children, but like the slave woman in 
TCL 12 36 were also to be dedicated? Or, what if the children in either 
case had children? Certainly, the newborns would be slaves. But to whom 
would they belong? Under Roman law, slave children are not considered 
fruits that belong to the usufructuary, but rather are distinct property and 
would belong to the owner of the remainder interest. In our hypothetical 
case, the husband’s heirs, not those of the wife, would take the children. 
Would they be required to free and dedicate them? Probably not as the 
owner left no specific directions in that regard. Although we know of no 
case that addresses this issue in the Neo-Babylonian period, we suspect that 
the result would be similar to that under Roman law. 
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3. Why Westbrook was Wrong in Regard to the So-Called Paramonē 
With this material in mind, let us return to Westbrook’s proposal 

regarding slave manumissions and dedications with a service requirement. 
He clearly asserts that these manumission documents are bilateral contracts 
that contain promises and rights that run in both directions. His discussion, 
however, contains ambiguous indicators in regard to whether he believes 
that these are unconditional-type or conditional-type contracts. In support 
of the position that these are unconditional-type contracts, he asserts three 
ideas. (1) In his discussion of the scholarly problem, he states that the slave is 
immediately free (which is paradoxical to his mind, given that the individual 
will eventually enter temple slavery). (2) He also maintains that the former 
slave is only bound contractually to his former master and not through any 
property right of the owner, which also indicates that the slave must be free. 
(3) He argues that the manumission contract was “annulled” in Nbn. 697 
because the slave did not perform the service, which means that the 
contract must have been established and legally binding for there to have 
existed any need to unwind it. These three ideas are all indicators that 
Westbrook believes that the manumission contracts underlying Nbn. 697 
and OIP 122 38 are of the unconditional-type and immediately effective. 
Later, however, in his solution to the scholarly problem, Westbrook asserts 
one critical idea that negates all of the above and signifies, instead, that all 
these bilateral contracts must be of the conditional-type, i.e., the slave, in all 
cases, is not free until the service is performed and the owner has died: “If 
the owner stipulated in the contract that manumission was to be conditional upon 
performance of those services, failure of the paramonar to fulfil that condition at 
any time would annul the contract.” Westbrook, in the end, understands all 
manumission contracts to be conditional-type contracts that do not form 
until the performance is completed. This is also how Ragen read 
Westbrook’s position. Westbrook’s view that manumission contracts are 
always of the conditional-type is made further apparent in his discussion of 
the import of donatio mortis causa, in all these cases. 

Westbrook maintains that, in every manumission tablet wherein the slave 
is dedicated to the temple, the dedication is a gift to the temple that takes effect 
only on the death of the master. It is, in his words, a donatio causa mortis. 
Westbrook argues that what the master has, in fact, accomplished by these 
documents is to effectuate a gift in anticipation of death of the remainder 
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interest in the ownership and title to the slave. The owner retains the life 
estate or usufruct in the slave; the remainder interest in the slave devolves to 
the temple by operation of the document. Moreover, Westbrook insists 
without rationale: “The preterite of the verb ‘give’ expresses irrevocability, 
not immediacy.” We can agree neither with immediacy nor irrevocability of 
the gift based on this assertion. Furthermore, donatio tablets exist wherein 
the owner expressly obliges himself not to revoke the gift—or the gift is said 
to be given in perpetuity (ana umē ṣâti)—which implies that, otherwise, they 
were revocable at will. The position that the master has made an 
irrevocable donatio mortis causa to the temple allows Westbrook to argue, in 
turn: “The idea of a division of ownership in time is in our view crucial to 
understanding the legal nature of these dedications to the temple.” He 
summarizes:  

[A] master who dedicated his slave to a temple performed a pious act through which 
he hoped to obtain divine favor. If the gift was to take effect only on his death, he 
had the further advantage of not relinquishing the earthly benefits of slave 
ownership …. This type of donatio mortis causa was the most commonly attested form 
of dedication. Occasionally, a slave owner might go one step further and add 
immediate manumission on condition of paramonē to the donatio mortis causa …. The 
principle advantage to the owner was that he retained the slave’s services while 
putting him beyond the reach of his creditors …. 

Westbrook’s conception of a paramonē contract is, indeed, different from 
Koschaker’s view, which was that it created a simultaneous division of legal 
ownership. Nonetheless, Westbrook’s view still embraces the idea of property 
ownership, one sequential in time rather than simultaneous. The slave is not 
free: he belongs to the owner until his death (the life estate is retained); he is 
then transferred to temple ownership (pursuant to the remainder interest 
that was transferred via the so-called manumission document). In this 
scenario, the slave never, in fact, escapes the bonds of slavery. His 
momentary freedom is no more than a legal fiction, and the slave has no 
rights in contract; rather, the slave is the property of the owner and temple, 
sequential in time. Westbrook’s position is, then, fundamentally one of a 
conditional, qualified, and delayed (if nearly non-extant!) manumission, 
despite some of his language to the contrary. 

Our objections to Westbrook’s solution are manifold and, hopefully, now 
also manifest. (1) In arguing that all manumission documents with service 
obligation are conditional contracts, he does not address the critical 
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differences between conditional-type and unconditional-type contracts that 
are patent on the face of the extant tablets. (2) He also fails to appreciate the 
important and real differences in the implications to the slaves in these two 
different scenarios: immediate freedom and dedication versus delayed 
freedom and dedication. In both cases, actual transfer to the temple will be 
delayed. Nevertheless, a host of diverse legal consequences manifest 
depending on precisely when the slave is freed. For instance, Westbrook’s 
solution does not deal with the fact that the after-born children of the 
former slave in OIP 122 38 are also širku. (3) Westbrook is imprecise in his 
use of the term “annulled.” In one instance, he seems to mean it in the 
sense of rescission and, in another, in the sense that the tablet is void by 
operation of law. (4) His use of the term donatio mortis causa is also 
problematic. Each of these gifts, as he envisions them, is not by definition a 
donatio mortis causa but, rather, a donatio inter vivos of a future interest 
(meaning: the remainder interest), wherein the owner retains the usufruct. 
This has legal repercussions that Westbrook did not appreciate. Further, if 
he were comparing these cases to the donatio under Roman law, a full 
division of ownership in time is not permitted in the manner that 
Westbrook envisions. (5) Westbrook collapses the bilateral contract between 
the slave and master that creates a non-property interest in the temple as a 
type of third-party beneficiary with a unilateral contract of donatio mortis 
causa (ignoring number 4 above for this instant) running from the master to 
the temple, whereof the temple may, in fact, have no actual or constructive 
notice (which is required for its effectiveness). Branding, in fact, does not 
always occur as we can infer from OIP 122 38, and the temple is not always 
aware of the gift or the existance of after-born children. There is no doubt 
that in all these cases, the master wishes to make provision for his slave in 
the temple after his death, will give the temple something of value, and 
wishes to retain use of the slave’s services in the meanwhile. Yet, to take the 
position that a bilateral manumission and dedication contract between a 
master and slave is, in fact, an effective donatio causa mortis from the master to 
the temple is highly problematic. He fails to consider the option that the 
temple is a third-party beneficiary of the master-slave contract. (6) His 
solution depends on the irrevocability of the donatio, a fact that he assumes 
and does not prove. The texts do not indicate on their face that this is the 
case with every donatio inter vivos, and it is never true, again by definition, in 
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the case of the donatio mortis causa. If, therefore, the slave in the 
unconditional contract had never been officially or publicly dedicated and 
marked, and was then later sold to another individual prior to the owner’s 
death, we presume that the gift to the temple would simply be null and void. 
Certainly after the owner’s death, a brand or the original document would 
be sufficient evidence that the individual must join the temple community, 
but before both the branding and the former owner’s death occurs, the 
temple’s rights are quite limited. (7) Almost everything is an illusion in 
Westbrook’s solution to the scholarly problem: mār banûtu status is illusory; 
the manumission contract is illusory and actually a donatio mortis causa; what 
seems like the conversion of a property right to a contract right is also 
illusory because the slave remains a slave; and the answer to the scholarly 
problem set forth by OIP 122 38—that is, under what power does a former 
master dedicate a freed slave to the temple—is illusory and need not be 
addressed. (8) The manumission-dedication documents are far more 
complex than Westbrook allows and differentiate into diverse categories. 
His explanation does not account for all these texts. (9) Westbrook has 
asserted in other literature that very few fully executory bilateral contracts 
exist (actually only in marriage contracts and international treaties); yet, we 
see fully executory bilateral contracts within this corpus as well. 
Consequently, we do not believe that Westbrook solved the given problem, 
and he has created new, or extended older, misunderstandings. 
 

Leaving the  Term paramonē behind 
Koschaker, Westbrook, and Ragen, who followed Westbrook in great 
measure, make ample use of the Greek term paramonē despite the fact that 
classical scholars still struggle to discern and define it precisely in its Greek 
context and that most general dictionaries, including legal ones, do not have 
such entry to provide a definition. Westbrook offers his own:  

Paramonē is a Greek term that is found in Hellenistic contracts from the third 
century BCE onward. It is a condition that one party will “remain with” the other 
for a fixed period or for the latter’s life and perform work for him. 

Scholars disagree about the status of the person who fell under paramonē 
clauses. The opinions reach from one extreme to the other: for some it is 
tantamount to a continuation of slavery; others see such clauses as denoting 
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undifferentiated labor contracts, leaving the person in a state somewhere 
between slave and free; while still others consider such servants as fully free. 
Essentially, the same problems emerge regarding the putative “opacity” of 
status that one has encountered in Neo-Babylonian manumission contracts, 
with or without dedication and the obligation to serve. Consequently, this 
lack of clarity cannot be overcome by applying an equally opaque Greek 
model. Moreover, a definition such as the one above would likewise cover 
some cases of adoptions, especially of girls, that do not include 
manumission, but, like the stipulations in manumission contracts, aim at 
securing their future labor and, therefore, serve the same function. Another 
problem linked with the usage of the term paramonē is the implication of a 
“deferred” or “delayed” manumission, which seems to be generally 
accepted with regard to Greek records but does not fit the Neo-Babylonian 
context. It should also be noted that the Greek contracts usually involve a 
payment by the manumittee to the master or the temple, a feature that is 
conspicuously absent in the Neo-Babylonian corpus. Labeling 
indiscriminately any kind of future service obligation by the Greek term, 
therefore, does not afford a more precise meaning than plain “service 
obligation.” It rather veils the nature and cause of the obligation, which 
depends, at least in the case of Neo-Babylonian manumissions, on the type 
of manumission that is granted. Such service clauses, therefore, require 
description in greater detail and one is well-advised not to merge them into 
just one category of “paramonē-type manumission,” as done by Westbrook 
and Ragen. Given the apparent confusion that the application of this term 
caused, it is better left behind. 
 

Conclusion 
The scholarly problem presented by the case where a privately owned slave 
is manumitted and dedicated to the temple as a širku, remains in the 
household of the former master to serve him until death, and then moves to 
the temple as a širku has never before had a satisfactory solution. This 
article has argued that two concepts are crucial to solve the puzzle: one is 
based in understanding the contract law of manumissions and the other one 
lies in the legal concept of emancipation.  
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In the aforementioned situation, the slave is released from slave status 
through the process of “cleansing” him or her from any property rights 
attached (zukkû), thereby, giving him or her freedom, which is full and 
unqualified. In addition, the tablet of manumission may employ explicit 
manumission terminology involving mār banûti or “free” status of the 
manumittee. As a result of cleansing and/or giving mār banûti status to the 
individual, he or she is no longer a chattel slave, and his or her master no 
longer retains any property interest in the former slave. The individual 
cannot be sold, transferred, or used for debt satisfaction.  

The manumission tablet is contractual in nature. Being a contract, the 
consideration of the slave is typically in the nature of a promise, or an 
implied promise, of future services. Such type of manumission is not 
conditional, in that it is immediately effective and may only be revoked 
where the former slave does not fulfill the promise offered as consideration. 
That the manumission must be immediately effective becomes clear, not 
only from contract law, but also from the fact that the offspring born after 
such person has been manumitted and dedicated assumes širkūtu status. 
This result is consistent with the extant litigation records on the subject.  

Significantly, the slave is not, however, also given emancipation by such 
contracts. Although he or she becomes a full member of the household, he 
or she remains unemancipated, like all the other members of the household, 
living under the continuing power of the householder and, thus, becomes a 
dependent without full legal capacity. The power of the patria potestas allows 
the householder to dedicate the slave to the temple, for immediate transfer 
or at the death of the former master or his spouse. In the latter case, the 
dedication gives the temple a future right to have the former slave join its 
household/community, and the master must protect its right. For more on 
this principle, we must turn to Dr. Wunsch. 


